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Chua
Xin Yi

Dana Lai
Wei-YnDear readers, 

e are back with the
publication of SEHAA's 3rd
newsletter!W

"SEHAA aims to"SEHAA aims to"SEHAA aims to
foster meaningfulfoster meaningfulfoster meaningful

and long-lastingand long-lastingand long-lasting
relationshipsrelationshipsrelationships

among the Tenbyamong the Tenbyamong the Tenby
SEH community."SEH community."SEH community."

We strongly believe that the bonds
created within this network will
enable the Tenbyian community to
catalyse each other’s growth, and
achieve greater ambitions together.
SEHAA seeks to continue
strengthening engagement among
the Tenby SEH alumni while growing
our reach. In doing so, we look to set
in motion an era of growth, laying
down the foundations for greater
things to come.

After 9 months setting up
SEHAA, we had the honor to be
invited by Mr. Martin, the school
principal of Tenby SEH to deliver
a pitching presentation in the
Monthly SEA Learning Meeting
with ISP Southeast Asia
Principals on 28 March 2022! 

In this meeting, looking to the
immediate future we have
introduced SEHAA as an
organization and mentioned
some important initiatives in
which engage and add value to
our associates. We are delighted
about that because as a small
startup association which we can
support ourselves will always be
a mere fragment of the whole.  

SEHAA newsletter becomes a
platform that bridges us
together, as a Tenby Community.
Enjoy!

Dana Lai & Xin Yi

EDITORS'EDITORS'EDITORS'
NOTESNOTESNOTES
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SEHAA

NEW MEMBERS

WELCOME!WELCOME!
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Chester See

TENBY SEHAA

Neathanel Ng

Jeffrey Keough
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Nuralysha Arizal

Katelyn YimYap Hui Yi

Ooi Zi Ern Solomon ChiengTeng Guan

Dana Lai

Thiam Jin

Loo Yee Huei

Visnu M.Evonne Chew

Vanessa YewLee Yan Huen

Premila S. Amanda QuekLoo Yee Xuan

Shawn Tan Wong Chai FuuWong Jun Hoe

Chua Xin YiNur Alyaa

Hurin Suhaimi

Wong Jun Quan

Eunice Kan



JOIN THE TENBY INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL SETIA ECOHILL ALUMNI

ASSOCIATION TODAY!

OROR
to sign up as

SEHAA members

CLICK HERE

https://forms.gle/rMsRHFSrMhpvSeEi6


priceless, - leaving us no room for anything
less than our A-Game. For a second, we
were stunned. It was merely a few months
ago that we felt proud enough, - having had
the chance to hold our first physical
meeting. And now, we're officiating
ourselves to the entire ISP across Southeast
Asia? Where did all the time go!
But SEHAA never backs down, so neither
did we.
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SEHAA Swims at SEA

SEHAA STORIES MAY 2022 . VOL 3

When you are a freshly formed association, every achievement, goal
and milestone reached, was always one to celebrate. But with such
achievements come the nerves and the pressure to bring your best to
the table.

Words Dana Lai; Photos Shawn Tan

hen Mr. Martin and ISP invited
SEHAA to pitch at the next
meeting, all we knew was nerves
and pressure. This opportunity was 

W SEHAA isSEHAA isSEHAA is
now knownnow knownnow known
across ISPacross ISPacross ISP
SoutheastSoutheastSoutheast

Asia (SEA)!Asia (SEA)!Asia (SEA)!



Held on the 28th March, two of our
committee members; our very own
president Shawn Tan Yong Sern and
Communications Director Dana Lai
Wei-Yn were sent to represent the
team in sharing to ISP Tenby SEHAA's
background, current activities and
future plans for the alumni association.
With sweaty palms and trembling
voices, we exclaimed our greetings and
didn't look back. Before we knew it, it
was over! Better yet, we did not mess
up and the heads of ISP loved it! The
presentation was then followed by a
brief QnA session for the leaders and
associates to relay to us their burning
questions to us. Thank God for Shawn,
who answered them with much
professionalism, calmness and
accuracy, like the lawyer he was.

Much to our dismay, our advisor Ms.
Hana Shohailli was unable to make it.
Nonetheless, much contribution was
made by her as prior to the meeting,
slides for the pitching session needed to
be prepared, which she worked
extremely hard on perfecting. Not to
mention, she coordinated the team and
made sure to prepare both Shawn and
Dana as much as she could. And for
that, SEHAA is forever grateful!

Both Shawn Tan and Dana Lai were
awarded with a certificate of
recognition and gift cards by Tenby
Setia EcoHill. 

Today, a veil has been lifted of SEHAA.
No longer are we the same association
hiding behind our big dreams. We have
achieved a lot in such a short time and
with this, we now how capable we truly
are when we work as a team, and strive
big!

SEHAA would like to take this
opportunity to Mr. Martin Shelly and ISP
for opening a new door for us to grow
and build a foundation for the next
generation of alumni to suceed and
flourish. 
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Before we go, here's what our
president and presenter Shawn Tan
had to say about that eventful day!

Dana and I had the privilege of pitching the
inception of SEHAA to ISP. Both of us were
delighted to meet Campus Principals from
different Tenby Schools across Southeast
Asia as well as distinguished fellows of the
ISP. We have demonstrated our vision,
mission, challenges and our future plans
ahead for SEHAA to continue growing
within the community. Personally, it was an
honour to hear various views and thoughts
coming from a diversified background of
principals and experts, and with my team's
continued progression can enable the
growth of SEHAA with the reunification of
the alumni of Tenby SEH. 

Once again, Hip Hip Hooray for SEHAA! 

D A N A  L A I

READY, SET, GO!

SHAWN TAN



BOON HUAN
MDM. CHUA
D O W N  T O  M E M O R Y  L A N E
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MDM. CHUA

STORY OF OUR
FIRST MATHS

TEACHER

Honored to be able to teach
this batch of first graduates
in Mathematics. I had 15
students in my class.
Although it has been few
years passed, their faces,
voices and characters are
still fresh in my memory.

for activating curiosity, knowledge,
and new visions into our lives.

Without your guidance, life could
not have been this blissful.

Thank you so much!

THANK YOU
TEACHER
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Nigel absented from my class frequently, for
good reasons though. He was a Triathlete, (I
am wishing he still is) participated in many
competitions and brought glories to the
school. He was a student who was able to
balance between sports and studies.

Let's not forget my many other students,
including Joyce, Hanisah, Celian, Jeffery,
Dylan, Visnu, Karishma, Alyaa and Chai Fuu.
Many stories I have about them, , -
remarkable and memorable students they
are. I have many stories of them, but let’s
keep it for next time.

The graduates of 2019 had not just played
out their role as a good student, but they
had also shown their many other
characteristics - leaders, athletes, gymnast,
stylist, intellects, etc, which completed their
school life in Tenby SEH with perfection.

The year 2019 was an eventful and joyful
year. It was the year where Tenby SEH had
produced the first batch of graduates with
pride!

I'm honored to be able to teach this batch of
first graduates in Mathematics. I had 15
students in my class. Although it has been
few years passed, their faces, voices and
characters are still fresh in my memory. 

Thiam Hung, a very hardworking student who
had constantly sought for improvement, a
very self-motivated young chap who
tirelessly seized every moment to brush up
his Mathematical skill, and who was never
too shy to approach me for guidance. I was
impressed with his enthusiasm for
betterment.

Shawn, one of the brilliant and all rounded
student. No doubt he excelled in his study,
but his was also one of the true leaders who
had actively promoted MUN among the
students so much that he had shaped and
developed the club to its state this day.

Ivy, a student trained and skilled in rhythmic
gymnastics, who always impressed everyone
with her talented performance on stage in
various school events.

Hurin and Dana were another two athletes in
my class who were both champions in Sports
Day.

Eunice, a beautiful young lady who always
dressed up elegantly in school and stylishly
during events.

They may have takenThey may have takenThey may have taken
their curtain call threetheir curtain call threetheir curtain call three
years ago, but all 15 ofyears ago, but all 15 ofyears ago, but all 15 of
them still remainthem still remainthem still remain
imprinted in my heartimprinted in my heartimprinted in my heart
and memory.and memory.and memory.   

Madam Chuaand Nigel Ng,2016





As we annouce the curtain call for our third issue
of newsletter, we proundly proclaim that these
time setting up SEHAA has been a hit because of
all your enthusiasm and confidence in us.

The SEHAA committee is grateful to each and
everyone who had been there since day one, and
those who joined us along this fruitful journey.

As we know the highest appreciation is not to
utter words but to live by them. Thus, we vow
that the coming initiatives will also hit a home run!

We bid adieu now, but with a warm hope of
returning in our next newsletter, BIGGER and
BETTER!

M A Y  ' 2 2  I S S U E

Signing off,

Dana Lai & Xin Yi




